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: Faculty Development Programme

The Science of Teaching Reading

Consultant, Stones 2 Milestones

RDPS

E-room 2A

1O January, 2018; 1pm-2:30pm

Pre-Pnmary, Primary, English Faculty (V-X)

Faculty Development Programme

Objectives:

*To facilitate the faculty to understand and comprehend the FAST class report (Online Reading

Assessment).

.:.To equip the teachers to take up Reading as a vital skill of language,

.i.To prepare the educators for a constructive learning community.

.!To provide the teachers with the tools to upgrade their teaching

reading skills attainment levels) and making their class student-centric.

Description:

"In order to create an engaging learning experience,
optional, but the role of learner is essential."
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Submitted by: Ms Pooja Arora'\ Submitted to: Ms RaJni Mahajan

practices (for promoting

the role of instructor is

- Bernard Bull
Reading is essential for a child's success. All too often, the barriers faced by children with difficulty

readrng outweigh thelr desire to read and, without proper guidance, they never overcome them.

Learning to read is a sequential process; each new skill buiios on the mastery of previously learned

skills. Decoding creates the foundation on which all other reading skills are built. For many, decoding

comes naturally, quickly becoming an automatic process. For people who struggle to decode words,

however, the process requires such extreme concentration that they often miss much of the meaning in

what they read. Indeed, according to many experts, decoding problems are at the root of most reading

disa bilities.

Keeping the same in perspective, a session u/as organ zed for the Pre-Primary, Primary and Englrsh

Faculty (V-X) in order to aid them with certain techniques to enable the students read, decode and then

comprehend well.'A good reader can always be a good leader'and the same was emphasized on during

the session.

Various activities were organized for the teachers in order to make them understand the plight of those

students who face difficulty while reading and interpreting and also, certain ways and means were

shared with the help of with the wrll power to read can be elevated among the students.

The session proved to be extremely fruitful and the empowered the teachers with the methodologies

that can be used in their class rooms to ensure 10070 participation in every aspect.
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$Rstrots of the session ' Science of Reading'
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